
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 6.ncore™ 

PARTS INCLUDED: (1) Assembled Shelter Frame, (1) Fabric Top, (1) Roller Bag, (4) Spikes 

Please review the following instructions and make yourself familiar with the parts and function of your E-Z UP® Instant Shelter® 

SET-UP 

Step 1: Place the shelter frame in 
the center of the setup area. With a 
partner on the opposite side of the 
frame, hold the two outer legs and 
lift slightly for ground clearance. 
Take a few steps back and extend 
the frame to full arm's length, 
approximately for feet. 

Step 2: With a partner, hold the 
top and bottom of the truss where it 
forms a diamond. Lift slightly and 
slowly walk backward until the 
frame is fully extended. Take care to 
avoid pinching your hands and 
fingers. 

Step 3: At each corner, place one 
hand on the top corner. While 
pushing down on the corner, lift the 
slider with your other hand until it 
locks into positon. 

Step 4: Place the fabric over the 
top of the frame. Use the hook and 
loop straps to secure each corner of 
the cover to the upper portion of 
each leg. 

Step 5: The adjustable legs offer 
multiple height positions. Tilt one 
side of the shelter upward and 
extend a lower leg section until it 
clicks into place. Repeat on the 
adjacent leg until all legs are 
extended to a desired height. 
When extending the legs, have a 
partner hold the frame stable and 
avoid having only two diagonal 
legs extended. 
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TAKE-DOWN 

Step 1: Press the lock button and 
lower each leg completely. 

Step 2: At each corner, release the 
Auto-Slider® Pull Pin and pull the 
slider down slowly. Be careful to not 
pinch your fingers and hands. 
Please make sure that all Auto-Slider 
Pull Pins are disengaged prior to 
attempting to collapse the frame. 
Closing the frame with any sliders in 
a locked position will cause 
damage and/or breakage. 

Step 3: Hold the top of the center 
frame section and lift slightly, then 
slowly walk toward your partner as 
the fame holds securely. Keep 
walking until the frame is about 
half-way closed. Be sure to avoid 
pinching your hands or fingers. 
Hold outside legs and continue 
closing shelter as you walk towards 
your partner. The completely folded 
should stand up on its own. 

Step 4: With the closed shelter 
standing, slide the roller bag over 
the shelter with the zippered end at 
the bottom. Turn the shelter over 
gently and zipper shut. 

Note: The shelter top may remain in place for easier subsequent set-ups. 
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